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A soulful variety of adult contemporary folk songs that will make you laugh, dance and sob. 10 MP3

Songs FOLK: Modern Folk, EASY LISTENING: Mood Music Details: Eric might as well have a campfire

on stage. The warmth and intimacy of his songs and performance style embrace every person in the

audience. Stephen Seigel (Tucson Weekly) writes: "...His trademarked

earnest-in-a-time-of-irony-songwriting." His body of work includes whimsical songs about frogs and baby

geese, passionate songs about love lost and love found, playful adult songs with a groove and sexy slant

and inspirational songs that ask human beings to build a bridge of hands in cooperation. His

performances have made grown men cry and children adore him. There is a sense of humor both in the

guitar work and the sensibility of this sensual and thoughtful man. The first thing you notice is his voice,

which combined with intense and confident guitar playing, makes for a rich and exciting musical

experience. Mission Statement: My mission is to provide quality music to audiences of all ages. Music

that is entertaining, beautiful, uplifting and inspiring. Eric happily resides in Tucson, Arizona "Above all,

the songs are heart felt and the guy is sincere, and that goes a long way in the irony-drenched climate

that we've all gotten so accustomed to." Stephen Seigel-Tucson Weekly "...wraps his voice of supple

leather around the solid sole of his songs for music that wears well mile after mile. His simple songs of

substance forgo artifice, aiming more directly for the heart." R.Warr, Sing Out! "...his engaging, warmly

melodic original songs" George Graham-WVIA "...Those who first encounter E.H...make an immediate

connection to the artist. First there's the voice-you can lose your soul in that voice. His is the voice of a

stranger speaking to everyone, but somehow, only to you." Linda J. Morris, Dirty Linen
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